[Magnetic resonance tomography as the basis for biomechanical analysis. The simulation of the birth process as an example of the expanded information potentials of segmental imaging procedures].
A method is presented that enables the use of (static) informations from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) for (dynamic) biomechanical analysis. Using a specially developed software MRI pixel matrices are colour-coded and--according to the principle of same density--line data are created. After sectional attribution of the resulting polygons a three-dimensional mesh of so-called finite elements is created which can then be used in deformation analysis. This method is exemplified by a project dealing with the simulation of birth mechanics, which is finally aimed at validating the results from radiologic pelvimetry. First analyses show that even under foetal head moulding conditions, being considered as normal, such sensitive structures as the cerebellum, brain stem as well as the ventricles with the plexus chorioidei are to be found within the maximum isobars within a range of 104-140 N(10.6-14.3 kp).